


Swivel Careers works with School Leadership Teams and Psychologists to design a bespoke 
programme designed specifically to  support  existing careers, wellbeing, life-skills and leadership 
activities.  

Our industry-leading, personalised, in-depth one on one career coaching, encourages students 
realise their strengths, abilities, values and motivations before setting a pathway to their future.  

Practical workshops and work experience placements provide students with a ‘real world’ and 
experiential opportunity to gain insight into their potential choices.  

The Swivel Careers programme deepens the students understanding of themselves and their 
infinite potential. Giving them the confidence in their choices that lead to Tertiary Education and 
Employment.  

Swivel Careers works closely with Kinetic Recruitment, which has offices across New Zealand. This 
partnership ensures your students are provided with realistic, current and pragmatic advice and 
information. 

The Swivel Careers Programme is an investment into the future of your students 



Three-step approach: 

1. Students receive one-on-one interviews and career coaching that helps them grow in self-
awareness and understand themselves. We focus on their strengths, challenges, work styles, 
interests, values and motivations, then empower them to choose careers they will succeed 
at and enjoy. Relevant information is fed back to the school (and parents) so you can 
continue the conversation and assist them with subject and tertiary choices. 

2. We deliver practical, age and stage appropriate workshops to get students ‘work ready’. 

3. Work experience programmes give students an eye-opening look at the realities of 
employment and can inspire them to follow their dreams – or completely change their 
minds. Either way, it's a good thing and a very valuable exercise for the student. 

The ideal programme sees students taken on a 4-year journey that builds on their education and 
empowers them to achieve extraordinary outcomes in their lives well beyond school.

Placing the student at the centre



The core of our programme is 
one-on-one interviews and 
coaching.  

Over a period of 4-years, we 
take students on a journey to 
build and develop their self-
awareness, confidence and 
resilience.  

With the help of psychometrics 
and clever questioning 
techniques, students uncover 
things about themselves they 
have never considered and 
develop a genuine belief in 
their own potential, which they 
will carry with them for life.

PROGRAMS:
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and Career Coaching



Each year we build on the year before, so by the time learners complete the programme, they are also better 
equipped to talk with parents and in-school career advisors about their tertiary plans. 

Year 10: One-on-one interview 
The one-on-one interview focuses on broadening aspirations, encouraging students to think about what they like, what they don’t like, 
and why. We give them space to consider their potential and dream about possibilities. You receive a brief report on each student after 
the interview so the conversation can be continued beyond our interview. 

Year 11: One-on-one interview 
In Year 11 we build on their aspirations and encourage students to start sharpening their thinking. After thinking about their strengths and 
what soft skills they are developing, they are encouraged to consider whether these fit with their current career thinking. Once again, you 
receive a brief report on each student so you can continue the conversation. 

Year 12: One-on-one career coaching 
In the first half of this vitally important year, we build on their growing self-awareness by taking a much deeper dive into who they are. With 
the aid of our psychometric profiling tool, coaches conduct several coaching sessions to empower students to think deeply about who 
they are and what careers they will enjoy and succeed in. There are three coaching options: 

For students with learning difficulties and behavioural challenges, we have an Intensive Coaching Programme which may include visits, 
calls and updates to parents and caseworkers. (Please speak to us if you would like information on this programme.)  

Year 13 - one-on-one interview 
Our final one-on-one interview happens around the mid-year mark as students are starting to think about scholarship and university 
applications. Here we recap on anything and everything that has been discussed in their Swivel Careers journey to date. We make sure 
they are on track with tertiary and employment plans, that they have actioned everything, and provide any final assistance or support 
before providing you with a final update on the student. 

One-on-One Interviews and Career Coaching
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This is really me! 

Coaching Programme 



1.Profile Interview Questionnaire 
Students complete a questionnaire which is used as the basis for their first one-on-one coaching session. The questionnaire helps us get to 
know the student, their ambitions, values, strengths and weaknesses from their own perspective, and starts their self-awareness journey. 

2.Psychometric Profiling 
Students take a range of psychometric assessments. Putting science and strategy behind a search for the perfect career, they deliver us 
in-depth information on their personality, work styles, abilities and what types of careers they are likely to enjoy. 

Personality and work styles assessment is a broad-range occupational personality inventory that is based on modern neuroscientific 
thinking and psychometric models of personality. It contains ten broad scales that correspond to the ten aspects of personality identified 
by De Young et al. (2010) and can be aggregated to form the Big Five: Extraversion, Openness, Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability, 
Agreeableness. 

Abilities assessments. General mental ability influences how quickly somebody learns, how readily they adapt, how easily they 
understand, and how adeptly they can solve problems. We test students verbal, numerical, and abstract reasoning abilities. 

Verbal – measures vocabulary, verbal fluency, and the ability to reason using words. High scores here indicate an ability to successfully 
enter careers that require them to understand and deliver complex arguments. 

Numerical – measures the ability to use numbers in a logical and efficient way. High scores indicate the ability to successfully enter 
careers that require them to navigate and understand complex numerical problems. 

Abstract reasoning – measures the ability to understand abstract logical relationships and use new information outside the range of 
previous experience. This is the purest form of mental ability and is least affected by previous education and achievement. 

This is really me!



The Career Interests Assessment  
Is based on the Holland model of general career interests, which is one of the most widely accepted 
models of career themes today. As a career guidance tool, it provides individuals with insight into their 
interests and potential career paths. 
 
Summarised by the mnemonic RIASEC, the Horizons assessment measures the following six career them 
Realistic: People with high scores on this scale are doers. They are down-to-earth individuals who enjoy physical activity 
and working with their hands. 

 
Investigative: People with high scores on this scale are thinkers. They are inquisitive individuals who enjoy activities that 
involve observation, investigation, and exploration. 

 
Artistic: People with high scores on this scale are creators. They are creative individuals who enjoy artistic expression and 
working with abstract ideas. 

 
Social: People with high scores on this scale are helpers. They are caring and cooperative individuals who enjoy 
socialising and helping others. 

 
Enterprising: People with high scores on this scale are persuaders. They enjoy taking charge, taking risks and competing 
with others. 

 
Conventional: People with high scores on this scale are organisers. They excel in structured tasks that require 
adherence to rules. 



OUR PROGRAMS

Profile Interview Session

OUR PROGRAMS



Using the completed Profile Interview Questionnaire as a starting point for their first one-on-one coaching session, the 
coach encourages students to explain their answers and think deeply about why they think or feel that way.  

In addition to helping us get to know the student from their own perspective and start their self-awareness journey, this 
session builds rapport and a foundation of trust before we take them through their psychometric profile. 

 “Just had a very exciting phone call from my daughter following her first Swivel appointment this morning. 
Absolutely buzzing with excitement about it, her future, what she wants to do. So great to hear her so excited!”

PROFILE INTERVIEW SESSION



Students receive a workbook which contains results from their personality, work styles, abilities, and career interests’ assessments along 
with a list of possible careers that suit people with those interests. 

In a two-hour session, the coach carefully and inspirationally interprets their results. The coach explains in detail what each area means 
and what the student may benefit from having around them in the workforce in order to thrive. With careful questioning techniques, 
the coach helps students understand their strengths and how their natural personality traits, tendencies and styles can be leveraged 
to help them succeed in their career. They discuss areas and people they may find challenging and how to overcome and manage 
these.  

During the session, the student is guided to think about their values and motivations, why these are important and how to achieve 
these in their career. Their coach adds perspective and insights as needed to ensure the student is inspired with their own potential 
and value, no matter what their results. 

Armed with a deeper understanding of themselves, the student is then guided to consider careers that match with their personality, 
work styles, abilities, values, motivations and interests.  

They leave the Workbook Session empowered and inspired to research careers they will enjoy and do well at. The coach guides them 
how and where to research these and they now become responsible for their research, results and decisions. This important step lets 
them use their newfound self-awareness and confidence to take control of what their future looks like.  

“The testing information booklet I keep in my top draw to remind me every day about what I am, what I can do and 
where I am heading. This supports my decision-making and re-affirms my decisions when picking future University 

papers.” 

WORKBOOK SESSIONS



Research and Action Planning Session 
In their third and final one-on-one session, we discuss their research and test their 
thinking around which careers they believe are the right fit for them. Their coach 
helps them create a plan of attack and set goals and deadlines, so they know 
exactly where they are going, how they are going to get there and what extra 
steps are needed to achieve their goals. 

       
“The Swivel Careers program made me sure of what I wanted to become, the 
career I wanted and the path to get there.” 

Ongoing Contact 
Students are encouraged to stay in touch with their coach. Their coach remains 
available for questions and help as needed and will check in from time to time for 
updates on how the student is tracking with their goals, tertiary study and 
employment long after the coaching is complete. 

     

  “After finishing the program, the team from Swivel continue to support and 
follow my next steps. I would definitely recommend the Swivel Careers program to 
anyone wanting to find more about themselves and deciding what to do in the 
future.” 



The Result? 
Students complete the Swivel Careers “This is Really Me” one-on-one coaching with significantly improved levels of self-
awareness, confidence and purpose. They have a pathway and an action plan specifically tailored to them, that fits their 
personality, career interests and capabilities. Anxiety and overwhelm is reduced, they feel in control of their future, they 
re-engage with school and actively take steps to transition through to tertiary and employment. 

“Whilst we are at school we are well understood from an academic point of view, however, teachers and 
school staff don't really know who we truly are, or our personalities that well. Our family and friends know our 
personalities, dreams and strengths but don't often know our academic capability. During the Swivel 
programme, it was the first time I felt listened to, from a 360 point of view."  



OUR PROGRAMS 
breakdown



“Work-ready” Workshops

Anecdotally, employers say they struggle to find young employees with the ‘right attitude’. On the other hand, young people 
report that the experience of applying for jobs and encountering workplace culture is like entering a foreign country, with 
unfamiliar and invisible practices, language and rules.  

The challenge employers and young people face is much broader than just an attitude gap and is, in fact, a complex clash of 
norms and expectations, which could be overcome through greater preparedness and proximity between different groups 
involved. 

Career advisors are experienced in the world of education and offer excellent university guidance. We support their expertise 
with real-life, current industry knowledge and employment advice. 

The Swivel Careers activity-based workshops take students on a journey to get them work-ready. They are full of practical tools 
to support personal growth, develop soft skills and increase confidence. Workshops are conducted in groups of up to 30 
students, with two Swivel facilitators per workshop. 



Personality and Icebreaker             (Recommended for Yr 9-10) 

A fun and interactive group team building session. Students get to consider what their personality type is, along with their peers' 
personality types. Seeing how they are different – and how they are the same - and hearing different opinions and thought processes is a 
good way for students to learn about and appreciate other students in their cohort. 

“It was heaps of fun! They talked with us on a genuine and relatable level, making sure that we took all the information on board and 
had a great time.” 

My Learning Style       (Recommended for Yr 10) 

This fun activity-based workshop focuses on helping students find more ways to enjoy learning. A love of learning is a necessary ‘soft skill’ 
that will see them cope – and thrive - with the rate of change in technology and business. Using the VARK model as a tool, a quick quiz 
puts students into like-minded learning style groups to brainstorm new ways of learning before competing against each other in a range 
of activities. 

 “I’m a visual learner but I enjoyed learning about the different styles because I’m a bit of all. The activities were heaps of fun and they 
challenged each different learning style to think outside how they would normally learn.” 

Defining Careers and Broadening Aspirations   (Recommended for Y 10+) 

Designed to open their minds to the breadth of careers available and broaden aspirations, this educational workshop showcases a huge 
range of careers, what the future of employment is likely to look like and what skills young people will need to succeed in the workforce. 
Students’ views of careers are often at an industry level, versus understanding what actually exists within industries. Student’s leave 
inspired by where their future may take them. 

 “Based on the real-world, it dealt with how careers will actually work in the future.” 

YR 9 -10



Building Boundaries & Managing Competing Commitments:  (Recommended for Y11+) 

Many young employees struggle with prioritising workloads and are not confident to say no to their colleagues or bosses. 
Using relevant work, school and home scenarios, we teach them how to prioritise what's urgent and important over time-
wasters, and learn how to say ‘no’, nicely. 

 “I learned how to say no in a nice, respectful, strong way so you get your point across. A lot of us have too many things 
on our plates and say yes to make other people feel good, but really it’s okay to say no.” 

Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway:     (Recommended for Y11+) 

Resilience, initiative, problem-solving, determination, tenacity… strengths like these are in high demand from employers. 
Yet many young people let anxiety, nerves and a fear of failure stop them from trying or give up too easily. This workshop 
normalises the day-to-day feelings of anxiety, nerves and fear. In a supportive environment, students learn they’re not 
alone in their feelings and gain the confidence to push through their fears and succeed. 

 "I learned I'm not the only one who has anxiety and fears. It's actually something most of us go through and it's important 
to know it's not the be-all and end-all, that we can get through our fears and that everything's going to be okay. Also, 

that anxiety is valuable and sometimes it can even help!” 

YR 11



How your Digital Imprint Affects your Employability:   (Recommended for Y12+) 

Students have usually been warned (and warned, and warned!) about the impact of their social media activity by teachers and 
parents, but the majority take little heed. We open their eyes to the realities of their actions on social media and how it can affect their 
job applications.  

 “The case studies and explanations made me go home and triple check my social media!  I pretty quickly noticed how some stuff up 
there could come across really bad.” 

Shaping Your Personal Online Brand:    (Recommended for Y12+) 

Young people already have an online brand and what future employers see can make or break an application. Once students see what 
employers can see, we guide them on how to set up a LinkedIn profile to shape a more professional online brand. 

 “Thanks heaps for the workshop! I’ve used your advice to create a LinkedIn account and wondered if you could have a quick look at it 
and give me some suggestions?” 

“You nailed it! Well done! Your profile is perfect for a Year 13. I love the experience/volunteer work you included, and the photos are 
great. Nice work.” 

YR 12+



Where’s the Line? Workplace Expectations and Etiquette:   (Recommended for Y12+) 

This workshop builds familiarity and understanding of employer expectations around respectful workplace relationships, 
communication and behaviour. Using real-life examples and scenarios, we get students to consider what's okay or not 
okay, and why, so they get a feel for where the line is, what to do if they are not treated well and what the potential 
consequences are if the line is crossed. 

 “It taught me how my behaviour makes other people feel and made me think about how to behave in real-life 
situations. Next year I will focus on my etiquette at school and think twice about my actions! And I will definitely 

remember this when I get into the workplace.” 

What Really Happens to your CV – Make Sure Yours is Read!:  (Recommended for Y12+) 

In this behind the scenes look at the world of recruitment, students see the harsh reality of how employers treat CV’s 
and why. Full of tips and tricks for effective CV’s and cover letters that get cut through with recruiters, they learn the 
dos and don'ts of what to put in, what not to put in and how to tailor them to the job they are applying for. They create 
personal statements and a list of key skills under the guidance of a Swivel facilitator. This session gives them a real edge 
over their competition – and is helpful for university applications too. 

 “The difference between Swivel and previous careers sessions was that the Swivel session was based on 
real-world recruitment techniques and dealt with how recruitment actually works now and in the future.”

YR 12+
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Work experience placements help students see the reality of employment, the ‘soft skills’ needed in our future workforce and it 
can give them a steer on what sort of role, industry and environment they will be happy in.  

 “My day was very eye-opening and insightful, there was a lot to do and see. It gave me a good look at how a big company 
works and also gave me insights into what to study and the differences between a small firm and a big firm. I thoroughly 

enjoyed being there and am very decided to one day be working like them.” 
We can provide work experience after one-on-one career coaching has been completed and the student has a clear idea of 
what career/s they are heading towards.   

Or we can provide work experience days to whole cohorts, whether they have been through the coaching or not, as part of their 
journey to determine careers of interest. This can be done as early as Year 11. In this instance, we get students to indicate their 
top-level interests (eg, health & wellbeing, sport & recreation, building and construction, travel & tourism, banking & finance), 
along with any ideas they have for a career path. Students are then placed in workplaces individually or in groups. We work with 
you to accommodate students who need to be in group environments, for reasons such as shyness or English as a second 
language, and to ensure any students who may play up if with friends, are separated. 

Students who take it seriously can find it leads to job offers.  

 “It was an absolute pleasure having Ben in the salon. The feedback from the team was excellent, he was engaging, 
enthusiastic and had a great work ethic. I have a Tea and Tidy role coming up, it’s after school, Saturdays and 

school holidays. If Ben is interested I would like to interview him for the position.”  

Students can also join our job database and we will email them with student-friendly part-time and holiday jobs that we hear of 
via our recruitment company, Kinetic Recruitment.  

WORK EXPERIENCE



Year  Theme   Programme Overview   

Year 9  “Who am I”             Workshop: My Animal Personality  

   

Year 10  “What Could Be”  Workshop: My Learning Style  

     Workshop: Defining Careers & Broadening Aspirations 

     One-on-One Interview 

Year 11 “I am Enough” Workshop: Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway 

Workshop: Building Boundaries & Managing Competing Commitments 

     One-on-One Interview 

Year 12 “This is really Me” Psychometric profile 

   One-on-One Career Coaching 

   Work experience 

Year 13 “Ready to Launch” Full or Half Day, Off-site, with the following workshops: 

▪ How Your Digital Imprint Affects Your Employability  

▪ Shaping a Professional Online Brand 

▪ What Really Happens to your CV - Make Sure Yours is Read! 

▪ How to Nail that Interview 

▪ Where’s the Line? Workplace Expectations and Etiquette  

▪ One-on-One Interview 



Contact Us

09 601 1000 
info@swivelcareers.co.nz 
www.swivelcareers.co.nz
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